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Inspiration can come from many
different places, but how do you
bring your ideas to life?
With Inspire by dri-design, we not only offer a select number
of our own inspiring finishes, but deliver you the opportunity
to create a finish that is completely unique and driven by your
ideas. With Lumiflon finishing, we can provide a plethora
of design options using its wide range of gloss and pattern
capabilities. This advanced finishing technology can provide
highly custom finishes with superior weatherability and
durability, without the concern of delamination and bubbling
associated with laminated products. Inspire by dri-design
offers the long-life durability of aluminum with unique and
customizable finishes that are equally suitable for use on
interior and exterior applications.

Standard Finishes and Colors: (More options available)

Terra Clay

The look of an aging, patinated material can add character
and charm to architecture. However, what if you want a
unique patinated look not found in nature that would create
that feeling from the moment it was installed? Dri-Design with
Terra Clay is a hybrid finish with the warmth of terra cotta and
the complexion of patinated zinc. A look that will stand the
test of time.

Rusted Bronze

How do you develop a weathered steel look on an aluminum
substrate and achieve the distressed, oxidized look without
the associated issues? We started with a mature rust color,
added a fly spec for movement and finished by optically
embossing the design with aged, pearlescent bronze ink.
The result is Rusted Bronze, a weathered steel look that will
never have to be maintained again.
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Standard Finishes and Colors: (More options available)

Black Pearl

Quartered Butternut

African Walnut

Porcelain Granite

Prismatic Grey

Crystal Penny

Black can read as unmitigated and powerful. On metal
panels, however, it can often read as uninviting. So, how
can you achieve that elusive formal prestige? Starting with a
matte black granite finish, we added a new optically
embossed texture using silver pearl ink to achieve that
welcoming elegance in our Black Pearl finish. Dri-Design with
Black Pearl…simply beautiful!

African Walnut is best known for its beautiful, deep figured
grain; sometimes used for the polished wood interior of high
end automobiles. With this amazing grain as a basis of design,
we added pearlescent inks in copper and bronze to give our
finish the same depth and feel as the real wood itself.

Grey metal cladding is a solid choice for a building that wants
to fit in. But, what happens when you want a multifaceted
mélange of grey in a simple to install system? You choose
Dri-Design with Prismatic Grey. This finish echoes the raw
color and texture of stone and slate with the subtle elegance
of oxidized zinc.

Discovered by our team at the 2012 Salone de Mobile in
Milano, the wood color palate of chic butternut has incredible
warmth and distinction that people are drawn to. To create a
finish with the beauty of this concept wood tone we started
with a rich caramel basecoat, added a pine overlay for
movement and depth and finished it with a gold ink for a pop
under any kind of lighting.

We have a visceral, natural reaction to stone’s beauty. It gives
us a sense of place, but it can be difficult to work with. Our
Porcelain Granite finish achieves this timeless feel in an easy
to install, aluminum wall panel. With a lumiflon topcoat, this
finish has great depth and just the right amount of gloss to
give the appearance of polished stone.

Few things are more beautiful than natural, patinated or
oxidized metals, but some combinations are even too
complex for Mother Nature. Enter Dri-Design Crystal Penny.
Stunning steel patinas of orange-red, deep red and mature
brown; this neo industrial finish offers a fresh take on an old
favorite.
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